
Check In

Grab an index card, write your name, and answer the following:

What is the balance of payments? What two accounts make it up?



Financial Crises

What causes financial crises? What
role do international institutions play?



Recap

The balance of payments
The BOP is an accounting device that records all international
transactions between a particular country and the rest of the world
in a given period (usually quarterly or annual)

Current account: measures the movement of goods and
services into a country

Capital account: measures change in the ownership of
national assets

Exchange rates effect the current account (Toyota)

Current account deficits are not inherently wrong (US vs.
China)

Financial Crises
A financial crisis is a situation in which the value of financial
institutions or assets drops rapidly

Banking crises, currency crises, external debt crises

Commonality: This time is different syndrome

The Latin American debt crisis



What do they have in common?

This time is different syndrome
“If there is one common theme to the vast range of crises...it is
that excessive debt accumulation, whether it be by the
government, banks, corporations, or consumers, often poses
greater systematic risks than it seems during the boom.”

OR

Boom and bust cycle syndrome
“The cycle typically starts with changes in international capital
markets that create new opportunities...to attract foreign capital.
Wanting to exploit foreign capital...countries exploit this
opportunity with energy...Eventually, countries accumulate large
foreign debt burdens and are pushed towards default.”



Cycles

Over borrowing → Crisis → Adjustment/Resolution



Case Study 2: Asian Financial Crisis



Background

Staring in 1960, countries in East Asia adopted policies to promote
exports

Export Oriented Industrialization: Develop high export
volumes in areas of comparative advantage

For East Asia this was largely labor-intensive manufacturing

Included government policies that focused on promoting
growth industries (subsidies and loans to exporters)

Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand,
Indonesia

EOI countries increased exports and experienced rapid
economic growth



Export Oriented Industrialization

Export to GDP ratio, 1952-1990



Export Oriented Industrialization

Comparative Growth Experiences



Background

One of the ways EOI countries attracted trade was by fixing their
exchange rates

Fixed exchange rates → stability → increased trade

Examples:

Indonesia adopted a crawling peg to the USD

South Korea and Thailand fixed to a basket of currencies,
heavy weight of the USD



Demand for foreign capital

Another way governments sponsored EOI was to liberalize capital
markets and make it easier for domestic banks and firms to borrow
from international capital markets.

Asian banks were encouraged to act as intermediaries

Asian banks would borrow short-term loans from international
markets at lower rates

Provide long-term loans to domestic borrowers at higher
interest rates

Because Asian banks borrowed in the short term and lent in the
long term, there was a perpetual demand for new borrowing



Supply of foreign capital

The economic miracle of EOI made East Asia attractive

High and sustained growth rates made East Asian economies
look safe

Fixed exchange rates and open capital markets facilitated
international transfers

Increased lending through bonds meant creditors could more
easily move their claims



Unsustainable debt burden



Unsustainable debt burden



Underlying danger

While East Asia’s macroeconomic fundamentals (low inflation,
balanced budgets) were in order:

Lax banking regulations, corruption and cronyism created moral
hazard

Moral Hazard: Actors believe that they will not suffer
the full consequences of their decisions so they engage
in riskier behavior

Financial institutions had close ties to the government

Financial regulation was discouraged and unenforced

Asian banks believed that the government would bail them out
if they suffered large losses, so they made risky investments

“Lend heavily to risky borrowers an they will profit greatly if
the loans are repaid, yet they will suffer little if not, because
the government will bail them out.”



Precipitating the crisis

This time is different syndrome: Asian banks were able to
accumulate financial positions that could not withstand a shock

Shock 1: Appreciation of the USD

Asian currencies were pegged to the USD

USD appreciated in the mid 1970s → Asian currencies
appreciated with the USD

Appreciation against the yen decreased exports to Japan

Domestic exporting firms couldn’t pay back domestic banks

Shock 2: Real estate bubbles bursts

Real estate development skyrocketed in the 1970s

Cheap borrowed money was used to build prestigious offices
and fancy apartment buildings

In 1996, real estate prices began to decline

Real estate developers couldn’t pay back domestic banks



Precipitating the crisis

Shock 1: Appreciation of the USD
+

Shock 2: Real estate bubbles bursts
=

Domestic banks become exceedingly insolvent



Precipitating the crisis

Shock 1: Appreciation of the USD
+

Shock 2: Real estate bubbles bursts
=

Domestic banks become exceedingly insolvent

Final straw: Thailand’s Finance One was publicly declared
insolvent



Thailand 1997

Discovery of Asian banks’ insolvency led to a panicked withdrawal
of funds from Asian markets

The panic officially began in Thailand in 1997

Panicked withdrawal of funds (bonds = more fluid) created
pressure for depreciation

Thailand quickly exhausted its foreign exchange trying to
defend the baht’s fixed exchange rate

International speculators saw this coming and profited
(remember: George Soros)



Regional crisis

After their experience with Thailand, investors withdrew funds
from the entire region

Speculative crises followed against:

Philippines

Malaysia

Indonesia

Hong Kong

South Korea

Investors pulled $60 billion out of Asia in the second half of 1997
and $55 billion out in 1998



Regional depreciation



Resolution

Asian countries largely turned to the IMF for help

The IMF provided approximately $120 billion to East Asia

IMF programs came with conditions including

Macroeconomic stabilization: tight monetary and fiscal policies
Financial sector reform: immediate bank closures, increased
banking regulations
Structural reforms: trade liberalization, privatization, etc.

Note: The IMF used the same set of prescriptions as Latin
America



Long term impacts

Economic

Deep recessions throughout Asia
Increase in poverty rates

Political

A drop in living standards led to unhappiness with current
regimes
Crisis highlighted the role of corruption in many countries
Political changes in Indonesia (leadership) and Thailand
(constitution)

For exchange rate policy

Started a debate about appropriate XR regimes for small open
economies
Intermediate regimes (crawling pegs) may not be appropriate
for countries with volatile capital flows
Since, few countries have chosen such XR regimes



Fewer crawling pegs



Case Study 3: The Great Recession of 2007-2009



Background

Between 2000 and 2003, the US FED decreased the Federal Funds
rate from 6.5% to 1.0%

Capital was flowing into the US from surplus countries

Low interest rates meant that foreign investors chose to look
for opportunities more lucrative than government bonds

Real estate seemed like a good investment because interest
rates on mortgages were higher than interest rates being
offered on government bonds

Investors (both foreign and domestic) wanted to buy
mortgages



The real estate bubble

To buy a house, you have to borrow money

The bank lends you the money but owns your mortgage until
you pay off their claim

The bank can sell your mortgage to a third party

Foreign and domestic investors bought mortgages because in
case of default, they got the house as collateral
$1 trillion in new mortgages in 2002-03
Investment in real estate as a % of GDP rose from 26-37%
from 2000-07
The surge in investment increased housing prices by 60% from
2000-06

A housing bubble is created!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9YLta5Tr2A


Unsustainable burdens



Underlying danger

Remember moral hazard?

Moral Hazard: Actors believe that they will not suffer
the full consequences of their decisions so they engage
in riskier behavior

Each actor believed they were protected from risks

Everyone expected the house to be worth something if
foreclosure was required

Banks believed they were covered because they sold CDOs to
investors

Investors believed they were covered because they used credit
default swaps

Many subprime mortgages wound up at quasi-government
agencies (Frannie Mae/Freddie Mac), which had implicit
guarantees

This led to financial institutions seeking riskier, “subprime,”
mortgages



Subprime lending increases



CDOs diversify risk

Global CDO Issuance, Annual Rate



Precipitating the crisis

The housing bubble bursted in 2006/2007

The FED raised interest rates in 2004 and 2006

This made it more difficult for those with adjustable rate
mortgages to make payments

The riskiest of borrowers with subprime mortgages also
defaulted

Late payments and defaults caused a rise in foreclosures



Loan delinquency by loan type



The crisis in the United States

High default rates → rapid devaluation of mortgage securities and
other financial instruments

The financial institutions that held mortgage securities rapidly
suffered losses

Many institutions had borrowed money as leverage in the
buying and selling of securities

Created larger debt servicing difficulties

With defaults rising, companies that had insured the
mortgages (AIG) were unable to pay out claims

Full banking crisis: The largest US banks reported huge
losses in 2007 and 2008. Many were insolvent.



Resolution in the US

US banks turned to the government for help:

1. The FED purchased government debt and troubled
assets, injecting liquidity into the banking system

The FED buying obligations, provides money to financial
institutions to pay their liabilities

2. The FED forced smaller insolvent banks to close and
forcibly merged large banks

3. The government bailed out the largest banks
Fannie Mae/Freddie Mac were seized
Some banks received US government investment
Some banks had the government buy their riskiest assets



The global crisis

The crisis spread to the rest of the world for three reasons:

1.Several EU countries experienced their own real
estates bubble

2.EU financial institutions purchased mortgage securities
and suffered losses

3.The financial markets froze in 2008 and all lending
ceased. Financial institutions all over the world were
unable to attract credit and finance their activities.



European housing bubbles



Long term impact

The impact of the 2007-2009 Financial crisis is still being
determined

The Great Recession led to depressed growth throughout
much of the world

Proximate cause of the Icelandic default

Proximate cause of the European debt crisis



International coordination

What role do institutions play? Are
they effective?



The International Monetary Fund

Any type of international cooperation has to address the following
tradeoff:

Provide a credible pledge to help in crises

Be able to provide liquidity where its needed

Be able to react quickly and with sufficient capital when the
situation requires

OR

A trade off

Knowing there is an international organization to help with
“bailouts,” can lead to excessive risk taking



International Monetary Fund

The IMF’s founding:

Conceived at a conference in Bretton Woods, NH in 1944

45 countries attended the first meeting

Initial goal was to establish international economic
cooperation and avoid the disastrous policies of the Great
Depression.

Formally created in 1945 with 29 countries

Membership expanded in the 50s and 60s, and then again
after the Cold War

From 1945-1971, the IMF also oversaw the fixed exchange
rate regime with members being pegged to the USD and the
USD being pegged to gold.



International Monetary Fund

The IMF Today:



Goals

The primary purpose of the IMF is ensure financial stability

To achieve this goal, the IMF aims to ...

Provide a forum for cooperation on international monetary
problems

Facilitate the growth of international trade

Promote exchange rate stability

Lend countries foreign exchange on a temporary and
safeguarded basis



What the IMF does

How does the IMF achieve these goals?
1. Surveillance

2. Technical assistance

3. Conditional lending
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What the IMF does

How does the IMF achieve these goals?
1. Surveillance

Monitor economic developments bilaterally (ind. countries)
and multilaterally (regional trends)

Research and forecasting increases transparency

2. Technical assistance

Pass on technical knowledge and expertise

Advice in monetary and fiscal policy, the collection of
statistical data, and economic and financial legislation

3. Conditional lending

Smooth adjustment to various shocks (prevent full crises)

Unlock other financing (IMF is a catalyst for other private and
multilateral lenders)

Increased conditional flexibility in recent history



IMF loans, 1991-2000



Current IMF projects



Loan comparisons



Lending history

http://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/tad/extarr1.aspx


Quotas

Where does the money come from?

Quotas

Each country is assigned a quota, based on its size in the
global economy
A country must pay this quota upon joining the IMF
Helps determine the upward limit of what a country can borrow

Multilateral borrowing

New Arrangements to Borrow (NAB): several member
countries and institutions stand ready to lend additional
resources to the IMF
Second line of defense

Bilateral borrowing

Temporary supplementation of IMF resources to meet
borrowing needs of member countries during global crises
Used in the euro crisis
Third line of defense



Conditionality

“When a country borrows from the IMF, its government agrees to
adjust its economic policies to overcome the problems that led it
to seek financial aid from the international community. These loan
conditions also serve to ensure that the country will be able to
repay the Fund so that the resources can be made available to
other members in need.”

→ attempt to overcome the moral hazard problem



Conditionality

Conditions can be:

Ex-ante: pre defined qualification criteria

Prior actions: actions that must be taken before the IMF
board can approve finance

Ex post: monitoring of implementation

Quantitative Performance Criteria: specific and measurable
conditions that must be met (macroeconomic variables)
Indicative targets: used to assess member’s progress where
there is significant uncertainty (can be turned into QPCs)
Structural benchmarks: non-quantifiable reforms like improve
financial sector operations, build up social safety nets, etc.



Common conditions

Macroeconomic stabilization

Tighter monetary policy (ex. high interest rates)
Tighter fiscal policies (ex. balanced budget)

Reform of the financial sector

Close insolvent financial institutions
Recapitalize weak financial institutions
Improve quality of financial regulation

Structural reforms

Trade liberalization
Elimination of state-owned enterprises
Privatization of state-owned enterprises
Liberalization of FDI
Broader deregulation



Conditionality

A few notes on conditionality

1 IMF disbursements are made in installments that are linked to
specific criteria

2 Periodic assessments can lead IMF officials to deny loan
installments

3 IMF database on compliance with IMF conditionality (MONA)

4 Under significant criticism, the IMF restructured its
conditional guidelines in 2009 to allow for more flexibility

https://www.imf.org/external/np/pdr/mona/index.aspx


Evaluation

Is the IMF successful?

This question is exceedingly hard to answer:

No counterfacutal

Tradeoff between preventing crises and encouraging moral
hazard

Represents the hardest cases



Criticism over conditionality

One size fits all approach/no flexibility

The IMF prescribed the same set of conditions for Asia as they
did for Latin America. But Asia did not have a balance of
payments problem
The IMF has changed its conditional procedures in 2009
New credit lines with increased focus on ex-ante conditions
instead of ex-post

Conditionality can reduce government autonomy in its own
economy

Conditionality hurts the poor the most (ex. balanced budgets
reduce social welfare programs and privatization leads to
unemployment)

Excessive conditions and checks are inefficient and delay much
needed capital injections



Criticisms over results

It is still unclear whether IMF lending has led to growth to better
economic recovery

Barro and Lee 2005: Higher IMF loan participation rate reduces
economic growth

Easterly 2005: None of the top 20 recipients of repeated lending
were able to achieve reasonable growth

Dreher 2006: IMF loans have no statistically significant impact

Atoyan and Conway 2006: IMF loans have no impact on growth
during the program, but lead to faster growth after the program
ends



Criticism over high politics

Stone 2004:



Criticism over high politics

Stone 2004: Powerful member states interfere with the
enforcement of IMF programs

Countries of greater economic importance receive shorter
punishment intervals

Program enforcements are enforced less rigorously when the
borrowing country is important to the US (as measured by
aid), has a colonial history with Britain or France (as measured
by postcolonial institutions and UNGA voting alignment)



Criticism over high politics

Stone 2004: Powerful member states interfere with the
enforcement of IMF programs

Countries of greater economic importance receive shorter
punishment intervals

Program enforcements are enforced less rigorously when the
borrowing country is important to the US (as measured by
aid), has a colonial history with Britain or France (as measured
by postcolonial institutions and UNGA voting alignment)

Barro and Lee 2005: Countries receive larger and more frequent
IMF loans when they are connected politically and economically
with major shareholder countries
Oatley and Yackee 2004: The IMF offers larger loans to
countries heavily indebted to US commercial banks
Dreher, Sturm and Vreeland 2009: Countries that are
temporary members of the UN Security Council are more likely to
receive IMF loans and with fewer conditions



Voting Power



Executive Board Representation

https://www.imf.org/external/np/sec/memdir/eds.aspx


Potential solutions

Back to the basics

Focus on macroeconomic stabilization
Limit structural reforms

Reduce potential for moral hazard

Reduction of loans
Higher charges for loans

Shift power to emerging economies

Regionalization



Recap

Financial Crises
A financial crisis is a situation in which the value of financial
institutions or assets drops rapidly

Commonality: This time is different syndrome, boom-and-bust

The Latin American debt crisis (external debt crisis)

East Asian financial crisis (banking and currency crisis)

The Great Recession 2007-2009 (banking crisis)

The International Monetary Fund

Primary purpose is to ensure financial stability

Uses surveillance, technical assistance, and conditional lending

Evaluating the IMF’s success is difficult but there remains
criticism over conditionality, effectiveness, and high politics


